Research outputs

Political Theologies in the Anthropocene
DOI: 10.30965/9783657760367_012

Rethinking love in the Anthropocene: The work of love towards nature in the age of technological substitutability

God's work through the emergence of humanity

A Theology of Postnatural Right

Introduction to the Second Edition

Wiley Blackwell Companion to Political Theology

Towards a political theology of nature

Afterword: Whither Anglican Social Theology?

Theology, Plurality and Society
DOI: /10.1179/1462317X14Z.00000000131

Dialogues of Place and Belonging

Does nature pluralize? Towards a greater society
DOI: 10.1179/1462317X14Z.00000000126

Environment

Places as Ungiven, Memories as Competitive? Ambiguities of belonging in theological perspective

Postscript
Technology in a Postnatural Condition? Concepts of nature and Meanings of Technology

Humanity

Systematic Theology & Climate Change: Ecumenical Perspectives

Introduction

The re-homing of the human? A Theological Enquiry into whether human beings are at home on earth

Red Toryism and the Case of the Lost Revolution
DOI: 10.1558/poth.v13i3.308

Karl Marx

Thinking like an Animal: Theological Materialism for a Changing Climate
DOI: 10.1177/0953946810389118

We have never been gods: transcendence, contingency and the affirmation of hybridity
DOI: 10.1558/ecot.9.2.199.38070

A Political Theology of Nature (Cambridge Studies in Christian Doctrine 9)

Is the goodness of God good enough? The Human Genome Project in Political and Theological Perspective
Scott, P. M., 2003, Brave New World: Theology, Ethics and the Human Genome. C. D-D. (ed.). T&T Clark Ltd

"Return to the vomit of 'legitimation'" Scriptural Interpretation and the Authority of the Poor

Activities

Awards

Projects

'Life on the Breadline: Christianity, Poverty and Politics in the 21st century'
Scott, P.
1/09/18 → 31/08/21

Lincoln Theological Institute Research Associate
Scott, P.
1/09/16 → 31/08/19

Lincoln Theological Institute Research Associate 2 years
Scott, P.
1/09/20 → 31/08/22

Religion, Theology and Climate Change
Scott, P. & Edwards, G.
1/10/22 → 30/09/25

Re-moralising Britain? 10 years of New Labour: Faith, Morals & Governance
Scott, P.
17/05/07 → 18/05/07

Impacts